MInOSSE: A new method to reconstruct geographic ranges of fossil species
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Abstract
1. Estimating fossil species' geographic range is a major goal for paleobiologists. In the deep time, this is most commonly performed by using polygon-based methods such as the minimum convex polygon (MCP) or the Alpha-Hull. Unfortunately, such methods provide a poor representation of the fossil species' actual range, because they are unable to take control of the severe stochastic and taphonomic biases.

2. Here, we introduce MInOSSE (massively interpolated occurrences for species spatial estimation), a model-based method that combines a machine learning algorithm and geostatistical approaches to reconstruct a target fossil species' geographic ranges by relying on the distribution of other coeval species and without using environmental predictors.

3. We tested MInOSSE by using many simulated fossil species' distributions, comparing its performance with MCP and Alpha-Hull outcomes and applying it to real case studies.

4. In all simulations, MInOSSE outperformed the competing methods. Interestingly, the superior performance of MInOSSE becomes more apparent when the fossil record of the target species is scarce, that is, when appropriate range reconstruction is most problematic with polygon-based methods.

5. MInOSSE is a powerful tool for researchers interested in studying geographic range evolution, effects of range size on extinction risk, as well as biodiversity dynamics and macroecological patterns in the deep time.
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INTRODUCTION

The geographic range is probably the most important ecological feature of a species (Brown, 1995; Gaston & Blackburn, 2000; Jablonski, 1987; Whittacker & Fernández-Palacios, 2007), which is described by its size, shape and position (Böhning-Gaese, Caprano, Ewijk, & Veith, 2006). Two different measures of geographic range estimation exist, the area of occupancy (AOO) and the extent of occurrence (EOO). The former is the actual area occupied by a taxon, including the geographic cells where it occurs. The latter corresponds to the area delimited by the perimeter of the smallest possible convex polygon, enclosing all the species occurrences. EOOs are more...
commonly applied than AOs, and usually estimated by means of minimum convex polygon (MCP) or Alpha-Hull. Such polygon-based methods are quick and simple to apply as they require either a single (Alpha-Hull) or no (MCP) parameter to tune. Yet, they often provide a poor representation of the actual species’ spatial distribution, since they lack any predictive power outside their geometry and the number of reconstructed disjoint patches depends on parameter setting. In the case of fossil species, the limitations of polygon-based methods worsen. Indeed, in terms of reconstructing fossil species’ geographic ranges, geological and taphonomic processes could affect the quality of paleontological information if not properly accounted for (Noto, 2011; Plotnick, 2017; Raia et al., 2009). However, polygon-based methods, as well as other geodesic approaches like latitudinal range and maximum circle distance, proved to be very accurate in providing relative range size estimates and dynamics (Darroch & Saupe, 2018), despite their poor performance in spatial reconstruction.

As compared to polygon-based methods, model-based approaches provide more realistic range reconstructions, predicting species’ occurrence at unsampled sites regardless of the nature and age of the outcrops and of sampling intensity. Species distribution models (SDMs) have been thus successfully applied to fossil species (Carotenuto et al., 2016; Di Fabbraro et al., 2017; Melchionna et al., 2018; Nogués-Bravo, Rodríguez, Hortal, Batra, & Araújo, 2008; Svenning, Fløjgaard, Marske, Nögues-Bravo, & Normand, 2011; Varela, Lobo, & Hortal, 2011). Unfortunately, SDMs need spatially explicit environmental variables, which are just available for the last few kiloyears (Friedrich et al., 2010; Singhayer & Valdes, 2010). Consequently, deep-time macroecology cannot make any use of SDMs due to the lack of suitable environmental predictors.

Ideally, the geographic distribution of a group of species should be informative about the probability for a given species to occur in a certain place (Gotelli & McCabe, 2002). At least in theory, such distributions could be used as predictors in a model-based approach to calculate the occurrence probability of just one species, as well as its geographic range size, shape and position. Here, we introduce MlnOSSE (massively interpolated occurrences for species spatial estimation), a model-based method to reconstruct the geographic ranges of fossil species (the target) by using the occurrences of its coeval species (the predictors) for temporal intervals when no other environmental data are available. According to the theory of ‘taphonomic control’ (sensu Bottjer, Droser, & Jablonski, 1988), in a stable fossil community, the occurrence of some species can be indirect evidence of another species’ presence or absence. By relying on coeval species used as predictors, MlnOSSE can be less affected than polygons-based methods by the patchy nature of the fossil record in reconstructing the spatial distribution of the target. First, our method reconstructs the predictor species’ distributions by means of geostatistical technique, and then the geographic range of the target one by combining the target’s record and the predictors in a machine learning algorithm. We performed stochastic and biologically driven simulations based upon real fossil data to test the performance of MlnOSSE in predicting the actual distributions of simulated fossil species and compared its performance with MCP and the Alpha-Hull outcomes. Tests of MlnOSSE’s performance were performed on living species after applying an artificial process of fossilization. We then show case studies with real fossil record.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

MlnOSSE consists of two main algorithms. The first function (minosse.data) takes a dataset with species’ names and their individual fossil occurrences (including estimated mean age and geographical coordinates). Given a target species, whose range is to be estimated, minosse.data keeps the fossil occurrences of the target apart from the fossil record and generates the spatial distributions of all the species coeval to the target by means of spatial interpolation. The second function (minosse.target) predicts the spatial distribution of the target by performing Regression Kriging over the minosse.data output. A schematic explanation of these algorithms is summarized in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

2.1 | minosse.data. Generating predictor variables

2.1.1 | Input data

The first step to run minosse.data consists of providing a dataset containing the fossil species’ occurrences supplied with their geographic coordinates, the related age estimates and fossil locality identifiers. This dataset must include both the target and its coeval (the predictors) species’ occurrences. The user can specify a spatial domain where MlnOSSE will reconstruct the target species’ geographic range. The spatial domain is provided in the form of a polygon shapefile or a raster map. This file is automatically converted into a spatial grid with a predetermined resolution (see below), which is used to simulate species’ pseudo-absences and to perform spatial interpolations. The users may provide their own paleo maps of the world to define spatial domain, once the geographical coordinates of fossil localities are properly converted to paleo-coordinates.

Once the fossil dataset is provided, by default MlnOSSE automatically detects the species whose temporal range covers the target species’ 95% time span (although alternative temporal overlaps can be provided). Then, it builds an occurrence matrix by assigning the value 1 to all the fossil sites where a species is present. Species’ absences in the paleontological sites are discarded as it is not possible to distinguish between real absences (structural zeroes) and sampling biases. Therefore, predictor species’ pseudo-absences have to be simulated. Under MlnOSSE, this is done by either of two strategies. The simplest consists of specifying a predetermined number of pseudo-absences for all predictors. The second strategy sets the number of pseudo-absences for each predictor species to be equal to the species’ presences. The later criterion corresponds to the so-called ‘D-optimal design’, which states half of the observations must be at one extreme (1 scores) and the remaining at the other extreme (0 scores), in order to minimize the prediction variance (Montgomery, 2004). Having set a spatial...
domain, the pseudo-absences for each species are located according to either a pure, random distribution, or a distance-based distribution, avoiding cells where a species occurs. Under the latter distribution, the probability of a pseudo-absence to occur in a given place is inversely proportional to the distance from actual presences, under the assumption that actual presences represent
an unbiased sub-sample of the species' natural distribution (Hengl, Sierdsema, Radović, & Dilo, 2009).

2.1.2 | Spatial interpolation

The spatial interpolation between presences (1s) and pseudo-absences (0s) is performed for each predictor by means of Ordinary Kriging, as implemented in R package intamap (Pebersma et al., 2011). This algorithm provides solutions to interpolate variables with a non-Gaussian distribution, automated variogram modelling and checking for anisotropy in the spatial distribution of the variables (Pebersma et al., 2011). The output of each interpolation consists in a raster map showing the predictor species' distribution probability (see Appendix 1 in Supporting Information for details about spatial interpolation). To properly build a semivariogram and to perform Kriging interpolation, a minimum of 30-point locations is required with no distinction between presences and pseudo-absences. Since this condition might not be met by all predictors, the user is allowed to set a minimum required number of pseudo-absences to be simulated.

2.1.3 | Reduction of predictors dimensionality

Under MInOSSE, species that are coeval to the target are used as predictors. However, not all predictors are informative. Predictors redundancy inflates variance and makes the whole algorithm time-consuming. MInOSSE uses two different strategies to select informative predictors. First, it may apply co-occurrence analysis to the species’ lists, and select only predictors that are significantly associated to the target. This analysis assigns to any possible combination of species pairs, for instance the species A and B, a co-occurrence probability by computing the chance of randomly selecting (with replacement) a fossil site that has the species A given that it already has species B. In MInOSSE, the unit of co-occurrence is either the species’ list of each fossil site or the list of species falling in the same geographic cell. Co-occurrence analysis is performed by using the R package cococur (Griffith, Veech, & Marsh, 2016). The second strategy to select predictors is to compute their distribution probability maps derived by spatial interpolations and calculate either Pearson’s correlation, Variance Inflation Factor or Principal Component Analyses to drop correlated predictors. These two strategies are not mutually exclusive (see Appendix 1 in Supporting Information for details about predictors dimensionality reduction).

2.2 | minosse.target. Predicting the target (response) species’ geographic range

2.2.1 | Input data

The simulation of the target species’ pseudo-absences takes place in this step and is performed as for the predictors. In addition, MInOSSE allows to generate multiple replicates of pseudo-absences, each one used to draw a specific map of the target species’ distribution. These maps are then averaged to produce a final distribution map including the contribution of all the pseudo-absences simulations. Combining multiple target species’ distribution maps complies with the findings of Barbet-Massin, Jiguet, Albert, and Thuiller (2012), who suggested this is the optimal protocol to perform Boosted Machine Learning-based species’ distribution modelling.

2.2.2 | Regression Kriging

The target species’ distribution is predicted by means of Regression Kriging (RK, Hengl, Heuvelink, & Rossiter, 2007). This technique combines the information derived by a deterministic description of the spatial variability of a variable (a machine learning algorithm, MLA) and the interpolation of the MLA residuals via Kriging to take into account the stochastic component of variability (Hengl et al., 2007). The species’ distribution is generated by the MLA first, then the model’s prediction errors are interpolated via Kriging and used to update a new MLA. This provides a prediction that accounts for spatial autocorrelations between the observations. In MInOSSE, the use of RK is crucial since the predictor species’ maps are generated via Kriging interpolation, which produces spatial autocorrelation between the probability values at unsampled locations, increasing model stochasticity. A general overview of RK algorithm is provided in Appendix 2 of Supporting Information.

We used the XGBoost (Chen & Guestrin, 2016; Appendix 2 of Supporting Information) as the MLA producing the deterministic part of RK, as in Hengl et al. (2017). MLAs do not need any specific assumptions about the response variable for linear prediction and provide the best fit for complex non-linear relationships between multiple predictors (Hengl et al., 2015, 2017). The RK procedure uses functions embedded in the R package GSF (Hengl, 2020). RK prediction maps are binarized to draw species’ geographic range by applying the following nine threshold metrics: ‘Sens = Spec’ (a threshold where sensitivity equals specificity), ‘MaxSens + Spec’ (a threshold that maximizes the sum of sensitivity and specificity and that is equivalent to Youden’s J statistic; Youden, 1950), ‘MaxKappa’ (a threshold that gives the maximum value of Kappa), ‘MaxPCC’ (which maximizes the total accuracy), ‘PredPrev = Obs’ (predicted prevalence is set equal to the observed prevalence), ‘ObsPrev’ (a threshold equal to the observed prevalence), ‘MeanProb’ (equivalent to the mean probability of occurrence yielded by the model), ‘MinROCdist’ (a threshold that minimizes the distance between the ROC plot and the upper left corner of the unit square), ‘Cost’ (which balances the relative costs of false positive predictions and false negative predictions). All the described thresholds are computed by using the R CRAN package PRESENCEABSENCE (Freeman & Moisen, 2008). RK needs 50 unique point locations at least (including both presences and pseudo-absences) to perform the internal cross validation procedure as provided in the GSF package. In MInOSSE, the user has the option to simulate as many pseudo-absences as the presences and
specify a minimum required number of pseudo-absences in order to perform RK.

2.3 Simulation experiments

To test MInOSSE, we compared its results with the actual geographic distributions of simulated fossil species. We built two different simulation sets: Eco-sims, which is principally used to measure the MInOSSE performance under different parameters’ settings; and ST-sims, whose main goal is to assess MInOSSE under different spatial distribution simulations. Under both Eco-sims and ST-sims, the fossil records are simulated as follows: (a) create artificial species distributions; (b) draw the actual geographic range for each species by overlaying a cell grid to its occurrences; (c) simulate a spatially defined pattern of fossil sites inside the geographic domain; (d) extract artificial species lists from the intersection between fossil sites and the actual species ranges; (e) randomly remove occurrences from each list to simulate taphonomic biases. The intensity of the bias is inversely proportional to the geographic range, meaning that rare species are affected by proportionally worse bias (see Appendix 3 in Supporting Information).

The first simulation set, Eco-sim (based on theoretical and ecological processes) works by generating the species’ distributions (the step 1 above) through the Artificial Bell Response algorithm of Varela, Anderson, García-Valdés, and Fernández-González (2014) provided in the R package SDMxSpecies (Duan, Kong, Huang, Wu, & Wang, 2015). According to this algorithm, the suitability values of a species follow the multivariate normal distribution. The algorithm uses occurrences and bioclimatic variables to produce theoretically based species’ distributions. In order to perform realistic simulations, we calibrated the Artificial Bell Response algorithm with the fossil record of Eurasian large mammals living during the last glacial maximum (LGM, from some 26 to some 14 kya) provided in Carotenuto, Diniz-Filho, and Raia (2015) and Carotenuto et al. (2016, 2018). LGM bioclimatic variables were downloaded from www.worldclim.org (Appendix 3 in Supporting Information). For the simulations of the fossil localities, we considered three different scenarios. First, we simulated sites by relying on the spatial pattern of a real fossil record. In detail, we built a density map of the Eurasian large mammalian fossil localities during the LGM and used this spatial layer as probability map to simulate new sites (Appendix 3 in Supporting Information). Although this is the most realistic scenario, simulated species and fossil sites might not be totally independent from each other since they were generated by relying on the same real fossil record. Hence, we considered two additional stochastic scenarios: one in which we simulated spatially high-clustered fossil localities and a last one with randomly distributed sites. In this way, we ensured species and fossil localities to be totally independent simulated data. For parameter settings, we used this set of simulations to: (a) compare MInOSSE predictions with and without preliminary co-occurrence analysis by means of Permutational MANOVA (see Appendix 4); (b) measure the impact of different grid resolutions for spatial interpolation on MInOSSE predictive accuracy; and (c) compare MInOSSE with traditional polygon-based methods. For (b), we used square cell of 100, 200, or 300 km side. A fourth and fifth cell resolution levels have the side of the cell equal to the mean nearest neighbour distance between fossil sites, and half this value. For each of the different MInOSSE parameters setting, we simulated 26 species and 100 fossil localities (that is as many as the number of species in the LGM record we used).

The second simulation set, the ST-sim, is based on a combination of stochastic and theoretically informed processes. Artificial species’ occurrences were simulated according to a core-periphery abundance model (Brown, 1995), which implies a higher occurrence density towards the core and a positive relationship between abundance and geographic range size (Gaston & Curnutt, 1998). At the interspecific level, the distribution of species’ abundances follows the log2-normal (Preston, 1962; see Appendix 3). The simulations are generated to: (a) compare MInOSSE predictions with and without preliminary co-occurrence analysis by means of Permutational MANOVA (Appendix 4); (b) assess whether MInOSSE performance is affected by non-random distribution of occurrence record and fossil localities (i.e. the Wallace shortfall, the process whereby the spatial distribution of information depends on the distribution of the sampling effort or taphonomic bias, Hortal et al., 2015); and (c) compare MInOSSE to traditional polygon-based methods. The distribution of both species occurrence records and fossil localities were based on four different grades of spatial clustering (highly clustered, moderately clustered, random and uniformly distributed). For any single spatial clustering grade, we generated 100 species and repeated the simulations twice, with 100 and 200 fossil localities (Appendix 3 in Supporting Information).

For the Eco-sims, we used the polygon boundaries of the Eurasian continent during the LGM time period, whereas for the ST-sims, we relied on the polygon of present-day Eurasia. For all the simulations, we considered different species’ sample sizes, with the minimum set to three occurrences. We run MInOSSE with each of the simulated species and the probability maps were binarized by means of the previously described nine threshold metrics.

2.4 Comparing MInOSSE with hull methods

We compared MInOSSE to the MCP and the Alpha-Hull in predicting simulated species’ actual geographic ranges. MCP is the smallest convex polygon including all the species occurrences, whereas the Alpha-Hull is the polygon built by point pair connections that can be touched by an empty disc of radius alpha. Alpha is estimated through Maximum Likelihood Estimation as the smallest value providing a single polygon enclosing all the target species’ occurrences. To compare the method’s performance, we first converted simulated geographic range polygons into presence/absence raster maps having the same resolution of the MInOSSE outputs. Binary maps of the three methods were used to measure their performance in matching the presence/absence maps of the simulated species’ actual distributions. The metric for comparison was the
true skill statistic (TSS; Allouche, Tsoar, & Kadmon, 2006). TSS is the sum of true positives (i.e. right detected true 1 scores) and true negatives (i.e. right detected true 0 scores) proportions minus 1 (see Appendix 4 for further details about methods' comparisons).

We performed permutational MANOVA with PCA scores of all the binarized MinOSSE maps to measure the method sensitivity to changes in the simulation settings (the number of simulated fossil localities, cell size for Kriging interpolation, binarization thresholds; see Appendix 4 in Supporting Information for detailed explanations about all these tests). Eventually, we compared the TSS scores by means of ANOVA and Tukey Honest Significant Differences (HSD) post-hoc test using the three methods as factors. We did not consider the geographical domain of the whole simulated fossil record for TSS computation, but rather used the territories bounded by the rectangle enclosing the simulated species' actual geographic range only, although this restriction penalizes the specificity of MinOSSE.

2.5 | Application of MinOSSE to real case studies

We used MinOSSE to reconstruct the geographic range of the woolly mammoth Mammutthus primigenius. This iconic Ice Age species was adapted to tundra/steppe biomes and inhabited vast territories from the Western to the Eastern Eurasia up to North America (Kahlke, 2015). Its abundance and geographic range widened during the LGM (since 24 to some 14 kya), then going extinct during the Early/Mid Holocene, when its habitat dwindled rapidly following the post-LGM global warming. We used the dataset published in Carotenuto et al. (2015, 2018), restricting the fossil record to the 24–14 kya time frame, that is, the period of maximum geographic expansion for M. primigenius. Therefore, we predicted MinOSSE to draw a single, contiguous and large geographic range for the species, extending over Central to Northern Eurasia, that is, the so-called Mammoth steppe. This steppe biome seamlessly extended from Kamchatka to Northern Iberia during LGM (Guthrie, 1982).

We further used MinOSSE to estimate the geographic range of the roe deer Capreolus capreolus from 130 kya to the recent. There has been much debate about the phylogenetic and taxonomic position of this species. Once considered a single species covering most of the Eurasia, it is now widely accepted that roe deer is divided into two allopatric species: the European roe deer C. capreolus, distributed over most of Europe and a few Mediterranean islands, and the Siberian roe deer C. pygargus, ranging from the Eastern Europe to the continental Asia (Lee et al., 2016). The two species are geographically separated by the physical barrier of the Urals. This implies that most of the fossil record occurring east to the Urals should be better ascribed to C. pygargus than to C. capreolus (Lister, Grubb, & Sumner, 1998). Therefore, the ideal representation of the distribution of the fossil record ascribed to C. capreolus is a disjunctive geographic range, pointing to the allopatric separation between C. capreolus and C. pygargus across the Urals. We used cross validation and calculated root mean squared error (RMSE) and Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) to evaluate the goodness of fit of the model.

Lastly, we applied MinOSSE to reconstruct the geographic range of both deep time and living species: the Miocene proboscidean Deinotherium giganteum, the Jurassic ammonite Desmophyllites diphylloides, and the two living species Panthera tigris and Ursus arctos. Details about MinOSSE settings for case studies are in Appendix 5 and the full reports about Deinotherium, Desmophyllites, the tiger and the brown bear are in Appendix 8.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | MinOSSE performance and comparison with the other hull methods

As regard the Eco-sims, we report here the results of all the analyses performed by using the three scenarios for fossil localities simulation (the full list of results is available in Appendix 6). The permutational MANOVA showed there are no significant differences between MinOSSE's TSS scores when considering or not the co-occurrence analysis and this holds for all the considered scenarios (random scenario: $F = 0.075, R^2 < 0.001, p = 0.91$; highly clustered scenario: $F = 0.128, R^2 < 0.001, p = 0.836$; LGM-based scenario: $F = 2.712, R^2 = 0.002, p = 0.102$), thereby, for the sake of readability, we report the results of tests performed with co-occurrence-based MinOSSE predictions only. The ANOVA test found no significant differences between the thresholds used to binarize the RK prediction in reconstructing the actual species geographic ranges with all the cell resolutions (Supplementary Tables S2, S3 and S4 in the Appendix 6 of Supporting Information). MANOVA test found no significant differences between all the considered cell resolutions for MinOSSE predictions when considering a random ($F = 0.645, R^2 = 0.002, p = 0.656$) and a clustered distribution of fossil localities ($F = 0.561, R^2 = 0.002, p = 0.721$); in contrast, significant differences were found with LGM-based simulations of fossil sites ($F = 5.015, R^2 = 0.017, p = 0.002$). Nonetheless, the TSS scores of MinOSSE, MCP and Alpha-Hull are significantly different from each other ($F = 93.640, p ≪ 0.001$) and post-hoc results showed MinOSSE is significantly better than both MCP and Alpha-Hull with any parameters’ settings, although some threshold values ('MeanProbability' and 'Observed Prevalence') proved to have a lower performance (Figure 3a for the specific case of using the mean nearest neighbour distance as cell resolution, Appendix 6 and Supplementary Tables S5–S7 in Supporting Information).

As regards the performance of the three competing methods in correctly estimating the actual geographic range area, we report here the results yielded by considering the mean nearest neighbour distance as cell resolution and by using the co-occurrence analysis only. The mean values of all MinOSSE's thresholds were 2.53 times the species' actual range size, whereas the MCP and Alpha-Hull reported mean values 0.891 and 0.53 times the actual range size, respectively. By removing the worst performing thresholds, the new mean estimated area of MinOSSE is 1.961 times the actual values (see Supplementary Table S8 in Appendix 6 of Supporting Information).
As regards the ST-sims, when considering 100 species and 100 fossil localities, permutational MANOVA did not find significant differences between performing and not performing the co-occurrence analysis ($F = 1.664, R^2 = 0.002, p = 0.202$); hence we report the results related to the use of co-occurrence analysis only. Permutational MANOVA found significant differences in the spatial clusterization of species distributions.

**FIGURE 3** Eco-sims related results. (a) MInOSSE, minimum convex polygon (MCP) and Alpha-Hull outputs true skill statistic (TSS) scores variations with the target species' sample size when using the co-occurrence analysis. From the left, the three scenarios for fossil sites simulations: random, clustered and the last glacial maximum (LGM)-based distribution. MInOSSE predictions made by using the average nearest neighbour distance between fossil localities as raster resolution. (b) Ratios between predicted and actual surface areas of simulated species ranges. The horizontal black line at the Area ratio value 1 represents no deviation of predictions from the actual range area. Each line is built with the average true skill statistic (TSS) score or Area ratio for sample size unit and represents a method or a MInOSSE prediction with a specific threshold value. Notice that all the MInOSSE predictions are quite identical and the lines highly overlap. Points represent raw values for each sample size unit.

**FIGURE 4** MInOSSE performed with *Mammuthus primigenius* fossil record ranging from 24,000 to 14,000 years ago: On the left, Regression Kriging (RK) prediction (occurrence probability); On the right, in purple: MInOSSE prediction map (MaxSensSpec threshold); in yellow, minimum convex polygon (MCP) and in red the Alpha-Hull polygon. Predictions were made by using reconstructed Eurasia continent boundaries during the last glacial maximum. Black lines show the present-day Eurasia continent boundaries. Maps showed with a Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area projection.
degrees of fossil sites ($F = 7.797, R^2 = 0.023, p = 0.002$), although MInOSSE’s TSSs were all significantly higher than both MCP and Alpha-Hull (Supplementary Tables S9 and S11a in Appendix 6 of Supporting Information). When considering the simulations with 200 fossil localities, still no differences were found between using and not using co-occurrence analysis, and our method proved to outperform both MCP and Alpha-Hull (Appendix 6 and Supplementary Tables S10 and S11b of Supporting Information).

3.2 | Case studies

For the reconstruction of the woolly mammoth’s geographic range (Figure 4), the internal fivefold cross-validation procedure of the RK algorithm yielded an RMSE of 0.23 and an explained 79.04% of the total variation. The additional fivefold cross-validation procedure yielded an AUC value of 0.97. As we did not reduce predictors’ dimensionality, we used as predictors the species that co-occurrence analysis found to be negatively related to $M. primigenius$ during the LGM: *Equus ferus*, *Rangifer tarandus*, *Canis lupus* and *Sus scrofa*. As regards the case study of the roe deer (*Capreolus capreolus*, Figure 5) record in the 130 kya to the recent time frame, the internal RK fivefold cross-validation-related RMSE is 0.150, whereas the explained total variance is 90.74%. The additional fivefold cross-validation procedure gave AUC of 0.986.

4 | DISCUSSION

The increasing interest in paleontological research with explicit spatial data requires developing proper tools to reconstruct fossil species’ geographic ranges. These studies can make use of disparate methods, each one suited to serve specific tasks. When no environmental predictors are available to perform SDMs, polygon-based methods are well-suited for studying range size evolution and dynamics (Böhning-Gaese et al., 2006; Carotenuto, Barbera, & Raia, 2010; Liow & Stenseth, 2007; Raia et al., 2016; Raia, Passaro, Fulgione, & Carotenuto, 2011; Webb & Gaston, 2000). Maximum great circle distance is a valid tool when the study of the range size evolution is the goal (Darroch & Saupe, 2018; Foote, Crampton, Beu, & Cooper, 2008; Kiessling & Aberhan, 2007; Powell, 2007). The computation of the paleolatitudinal range allows effective inferences about past species’ thermal tolerance (Jablonski et al., 2013). Our simulations demonstrated that MInOSSE consistently outperforms traditional polygon-based methods in producing reliable representations of the actual spatial distributions of virtual species under a variety of conditions, sampling intensity, species diversity and with all the different parameters’ settings we tested (Figure 3a). In such simulations, we took into account the climatic preferences across real fossil species in order to generate plausible geographic distributions and mimicked taphonomic biases to build artificial fossil records. In terms of TSS scores, the better performance of MInOSSE over the polygon-based methods is insensitive to the number of localities but especially evident when the number of fossil occurrences of the target species is small. This is welcome since that is the scenario when a proper approach to reconstruct the geographic range is the most demanding (Figure 3a and b). Our results further show that the three methods (MInOSSE, MCP and Alpha-Hull) performances tend to converge when the number of target species’ presences increases (Figure 3a). This is expected since in our simulations, the taphonomic bias is inversely related to species’ abundance, hence for very abundant species, the fossil record nearly approaches the actual geographic distributions (Appendix 2 in Supporting Information). However, under all conditions, MInOSSE is far more accurate than
the competing methods in predicting the position and shape of the geographic range (Figure 6).

When dealing with real cases, MInOSSE provided reliable results that fully comply with our expectations (Figures 4 and 5). For the woolly mammoth during the LGM, MInOSSE predictions parallel those of previous studies relying on bioclimatic variables (Di Febbraro et al., 2017; Kahlke, 2015; Nogués-Bravo et al., 2008; Svenning et al., 2011). It is noteworthy that a continuous area of occurrence is predicted for the species north to Kamchatka, which is the area closest to the Bering strait, crossed by the mammoth to colonize North America. This further complies with the fossil record that documents the last stand of the woolly mammoth on the remote Eastern Siberia Wrangell Island at c. 5.7 kya (Vartanyan, Garutt, & Sher, 1993). Northern Norway, Sweden and the Barents Sea are recognized as natural gaps in the species’ geographic range, which is conceivable given they were covered by ice during the LGM and no woolly mammoth remain has ever been found there.

MInOSSE divided the roe deer fossil geographic range into different portions, east and west of the Urals. The Western portion of the range coincides almost perfectly with the current distribution of the European roe deer. The eastern range is divided into smaller, non-contiguous areas that coincide overall with the current distribution of Siberian roe deer (C. pygargus), a recent offshoot within the roe deer lineage. Thus, MInOSSE prediction complies with the emerging opinion that the easternmost fossil record traditionally ascribed to C. capreolus actually represents fossil Siberian roe deer occurrences. Importantly, MInOSSE applies reliably to deep time geographic distribution, where the most viable alternative, such as SDMs, cannot be used (see Supporting Information Appendix 8).

Since MInOSSE makes use of predictors, it can draw a species range even beyond the actual geographical extension of the target species’ fossil record. This is a further, crucial advantage over polygon-based methods because the actual distribution of fossil sites is bound to underestimate the geographic limits of fossil species. However, a thorough quality-check of data is crucial. Indeed, although large fossil databases are now easily available for download, we stress the importance of making sure records are taxonomically consistent, and that the age and locations of fossil localities are verified. Yet, several sources of biases may occur, such as the uneven fossilization probability across species, the availability of outcrops of appropriate age and the misidentification of remains. All these factors make the fossil record spatially and temporally discontinuous, thus seriously affecting any attempt of reconstructing the past species’ spatial distribution. In our method, we propose to take control of all these biases by relying on the occurrence probability of predictors species that may be evidences of the target’s spatial distribution, as theorized by (Bottjer et al., 1988). Nonetheless, although MInOSSE performed better than traditional tools, our simulations can never mimic the complexity of a real fossil record, thereby some assumptions have to be meet when running MInOSSE. The first assumption is that all the involved species must have been coeval to the target one. Even in this case, in a real fossil record, there could not be a correspondence between the spatial and temporal distribution of target and predictors fossil localities, thus increasing the prediction’s error (Appendix 7 in Supporting Information). Indeed, in a fossil record, the target and a predictor could appear coeval but diatopic, that is, distributed in different territories (Figure S2 in Appendix 7 of Supporting Information). On the other hand, the target and a predictor could have fossilized at the same place but in different moments of the geological history (originating a pattern of diachrony, Figure S2 in Appendix 7). The second assumption of MInOSSE is that the target and the predictors should keep constant their positive, negative or null spatial association during the considered temporal interval. It is hard to comply with this assumption when considering too long temporal windows. Stigall (2012) found Late Ordovician Brachiopods were sensitive to the invasion by some other species in a way that

When dealing with real cases, MInOSSE provided reliable results that fully comply with our expectations (Figures 4 and 5). For the woolly mammoth during the LGM, MInOSSE predictions parallel those of previous studies relying on bioclimatic variables (Di Febbraro et al., 2017; Kahlke, 2015; Nogués-Bravo et al., 2008; Svenning et al., 2011). It is noteworthy that a continuous area of occurrence is predicted for the species north to Kamchatka, which is the area closest to the Bering strait, crossed by the mammoth to colonize North America. This further complies with the fossil record that documents the last stand of the woolly mammoth on the remote Eastern Siberia Wrangell Island at c. 5.7 kya (Vartanyan, Garutt, & Sher, 1993). Northern Norway, Sweden and the Barents Sea are recognized as natural gaps in the species’ geographic range, which is conceivable given they were covered by ice during the LGM and no woolly mammoth remain has ever been found there.

MInOSSE divided the roe deer fossil geographic range into different portions, east and west of the Urals. The Western portion of the range coincides almost perfectly with the current distribution of the European roe deer. The eastern range is divided into smaller, non-contiguous areas that coincide overall with the current distribution of Siberian roe deer (C. pygargus), a recent offshoot within the roe deer lineage. Thus, MInOSSE prediction complies with the emerging opinion that the easternmost fossil record traditionally ascribed to C. capreolus actually represents fossil Siberian roe deer occurrences. Importantly, MInOSSE applies reliably to deep time geographic distribution, where the most viable alternative, such as SDMs, cannot be used (see Supporting Information Appendix 8).
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Since MInOSSE makes use of predictors, it can draw a species range even beyond the actual geographical extension of the target species’ fossil record. This is a further, crucial advantage over polygon-based methods because the actual distribution of fossil sites

![FIGURE 6](image-url) Example graphical results of spatial reconstructions with Eco-sims’ fossil record. The three plots represent the different scenarios for simulating the spatial distribution of the fossil localities. From the left to the right: the random, the highly clustered and the last glacial maximum (LGM)-based spatial distribution of the simulated fossil sites. The grey-contoured polygon is the geographical domain cropped by the extent of the species’ actual geographic range. The green area represents the simulated species’ actual geographic distribution. The blue dots are the simulated fossil record of the considered species. The red-contoured polygon is the species’ range reconstruction by the Alpha-Hull, the yellow-contoured polygon is the minimum convex polygon (MCP). The purple-contoured polygon is the MInOSSE prediction. Below each simulation plot there are the numeric values of each method’s true skill statistic (TSS) scores.
they changed their ecological niche and their spatial distribution (hence ecological relationships) in a relatively short time interval. Such a case may produce misleading spatial relationships between target and predictor species, thus severely affecting the precision of a MinOSSE's prediction. A good way to circumvent a problematic situation like this is to run MinOSSE by considering shorter time frames.

All these assumptions, along with the shortcomings derived by using deep time fossil record, must be kept in mind and a very important caveat is to avoid running MinOSSE with too long temporal intervals or to consider paleo-community that showed to be reasonably stable and homogeneous through time. The use of co-occurrence intervals or to consider paleo-community that showed to be reason-
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